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TYPE WH/E

An inexpensive and robust ÉIollorv

Chisel Mortiser and Borer built for

long, continuous and dependable ser-

vice. Economical to run and efficient

in operation, the WH/E is capable of

producing clean and accurate rvork at

low cost.

TAKES TIMBER

12" x 8"

OFi\9o'

MAIN FEATURES

* Low initial cost, economical to maintaín.

* Self-contained and occupies very little.floor
space.

* Built-in motor operates only during working
stroke.

* Blov¡er keeps vork clear of chippings.

* Double-depth stop provides positive double
depth-gøuging .for accurate cutting of both
mortíses and haunches.

* Strong large capocity table mounted on
compound vee-slides and provided with
quick-acting screw clamp.

* Operoting handle leverage, position and
working-stfoke fully adjustable.

* Heqdstock counterbalanced by easily
adjustable spr@.

* Aulomøtic starter incorporates isolator.
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ETEGTRIG HOttOT¡If GHISET MORTISER TYPE TüH/E

GEI{ERAI DESCRIPTIOI{

THE MORTISING HEADSTOGK embodies a
built-in motor giving a direct drive to the chisel
auger or boring bit, and is carried on long vee-ways
for accuracy. The headstock is counterbalanced by
easily adjustable springs contained in the pillar,
which operate through a fusee to provide a con-
sistent 'moment' of pull. It is actuated through a
central rack and quadrant with machine cut teeth,
operated by a hancl lever placed within convenient
reach of the operator's right hand. The hand lever
may be adjusted for suitable leverage, determinecl by
the nature of the material being machined, ancl also for
position radially to suit the operator with regard to
the convenience of rest position and working stroke.
Dual depth control is provided, thus enabling both
mortise and haunch to be gauged positively, ac-
curately and quickly at one set-up. Separately-
adjustable collars govern the clepth of the mortise
and haunch, and these are brought into use, as te-
quired, by a push-pull stop placed within easy reach
of the operator when in his normal working position.

The top position ofthe headstock can be set instantly
so that, for operating efficiency, the shortest practical
working stroke can be utilized.

THE CONTROL GEAR consists of a totally
enclosed air break direct automatic contactor starter
with no volt and overload releases, also triple-pole
isolator. The motor does not run continuously but,
for operational safety and to reduce wear and tear
to a minimum, operates only during the working
stroke and stops automatically upon reaching the
top position. To prevent accidental starting when
adjusting the auger or boring bit, the automatic
start may be made inoperative.

A LOW.VOLTAGE DIRECTIONAL
LIGHTING UNIT can be supplied as an optional
feature.

Principal Dimensions
and Gode Word

Largest chisel-softwood 1 in. (25 mm.)
Largest chisel-hardwood ¿a in. (19 mm.)
Will bore up to I in. dia. x 6] in. deep

(25 mm. x 166 mm.)
Timber capacity with 6 in. (153 mm.) chisels

12 in. x 8 in. (305 mm. x 203 mm.)
Size of table 1f; in.x19 in. (197 mm. x 483 mm.)
Height of table from floor 24 in. (610 mm.)
Longitudinal movement of table 17 in. (432 mm.)
Cross traverse of table 4] in. (l15 mm.)
Maximum distance fence to spindle centre line 4{ in.

(105 mm.)
Speed of headstock spindle (50 cycles) 3,000 R.P.I/.
Speed of headstock spinclle (60 cycles) 3,600 R.P.M.
B.H.P. of motor 2
Maximum chisel shank diameter l$ in. (35 mm.)
Maximum auger and boring auger shank diameter

$ in. (16 mm.)
Space occupied 2 ft.8 in.x3 ft.3 in.

(813 mm. x991 mm.)
THE MOTOR. Totally enclosed S.C.R. induction
pattem, 2 B.H.P., 3,000 R.P.M. for two- or three- APPROXIMATE SHIPPING SPECIFICATION

phase A.C. supplies. A fan mounted on the spindle Measuremenl 35 cubic feet (0.99 ms)
creates a down draught which is directecl through a Net weight 616lb. (279 kg.)
nozzle, cast in the chisel bonnet, to keep work clear Gross weight 8a0 lb. (381 kg.)
of chippings. Code word AYWHE

Illusîafiorts are not bínding as to detail but nny be taken as conveying a generally correct representation ofour nnchines.
Weights and nteastu'entents, elc. arc staled as correctly as possible but are nol guaranteed,

THE TABLE is mounted on compound vee-slides
and has a longitudinal movement by rack and pinion
and a cross travel'se by screw, bothmovementsbeing
controlled by conveniently placed handwheels.
Adjustable table stops are provided to regulate
length of mortise when on repetition work. The
quick-acting screw clamp provided is arranged to
thrust slightly downwards to hold the work-piece
firmly and prevent it being raised when withdrawing
the chisel.
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